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Benefits of Deep Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
in Alzheimer Disease
Case Series
Keren Avirame, PhD,* Jimmy Stehberg, PhD,† and Doron Todder, MD, PhD*‡§
Background: Patients diagnosed with Alzheimer disease (AD) show
severe cognitive deficits. Decline in memory, language, and executive
function have repeatedly been reported. Although AD affects 60% to
80% of demented elderly patients, there is currently no cure and limited
treatment alternatives.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to evaluate the feasibility of stimulating prefrontal cortex (PFC) with deep transcranial magnetic stimulation
(dTMS) to ameliorate cognitive deficits in patients suffering from AD.
Methods: Eleven patients (6 males; mean [SD] age, 76 [7] years) in moderate to severe stages of AD received dTMS over the PFC for 20 sessions.
Computerized battery (Mindstreams [MS]) and neuropsychological testing
(Addenbrooke Cognitive Examination [ACE]) were used to assess cognitive performance before and after treatment.
Results: Compared with baseline, 60% of patients performed better on
the MS battery and 77% of patients performed better on the ACE testing
at the end of dTMS treatment. None of the patients performed worse on
both tests at the end of treatment. The DTMS effects on the group mean
in ACE and MS approached significance (P = 0.065 and P = 0.086, respectively). A dTMS-induced improvement in the ACE was significant
(P = 0.001) on patients in more progressed stage (n = 6). Change in ACE
negatively correlated with score at baseline.
Conclusions: In sum, the current report of this novel technique indicates
that deep stimulation might lead to preservation and even improvement of
cognitive functions, at least during the time of treatment. Further examinations should report of long-term effects of this technique.
Key Words: transcranial magnetic stimulation, Alzheimer,
plasticity, cognition
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A

lzheimer disease (AD) is an irreversible condition that affects
a significant portion of the elderly population worldwide.1,2 It
is characterized by cognitive and behavioral disturbances varying
as a function of time since the onset of the degeneration process.3
To date, the etiology of AD remains unknown. Genetic4 and vascular factors5 are argued to play a critical role in the evolvement
of the observed cognitive decline and neurodegeneration in
this illness. Alzheimer disease commonly begins with a gradual
deterioration in memory and increased confusion. Cognitive deficits are also manifested in domains such as executive function and
language. The pathology has been associated with structural
changes (for review, see Frisoni et al6), abnormal protein deposits
(for review, see Huang and Mucke7), and loss of cholinergic
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neurotransmission.8 Neurophysiological studies have consistently
reported of impaired plasticity,9,10 which has been interpreted as
a sign of reduced neuronal communication.11 Functional disconnections in AD were also observed in resting-state functional
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies indicating loss of
large-scale connectivity12 and disruption in functional networks
critical for memory.13 Presently, the possibilities for therapy are
very limited. Patients normally receive pharmacological treatments in the mild to moderate stages with the aim to decelerate
the progression of cognitive deterioration.14 Given that age is currently the strongest risk factor for AD and that the population is
aging, it is necessary to explore novel avenues of treatment.
So far, only a handful of studies have investigated whether
the use of noninvasive brain stimulation techniques might lead
to cognitive gains in AD (for review, see Hansen15). These studies
are based on the assumption that modulating cortical activity in
a target region or network leads to more efficient processing.16
This cortical modulation could be achieved by transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), which has been long used to enhance performance on tasks involved in attention, memory,
and language.17 Decades of research about TMS provide a substantial amount of knowledge about its underlying neurophysiological mechanisms.18,19 In clinical contexts, TMS is often
used in a repetitive mode (rTMS), in which trains of suprathreshold
pulses are delivered in high frequency over target regions during
multiple sessions.20
Most rTMS studies on patients with AD stimulate with high
frequency (10-20 Hz) the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
to improve cognitive functions.21,22 For example, Coteli et al23 reported improved naming performance in the group receiving
rTMS compared with the control group. Recent functional MRI
study showed that 4 sessions of rTMS over the left DLPFC
enhanced naming abilities and increased activation in Broca’s
area.24 Other studies examined the effects of concurrent cognitive training and rTMS over multiple brain regions to take full
advantage of neuroplasticity.25,26 The authors observed a significant improvement on the Alzheimer Disease Assessment
Scale (ADAS-cog) both after 6 weeks and 4.5 months, pointing
to a long-lasting benefit. In fact, even an occasional use of rTMS
for long-term maintenance (10-19 months) resulted in slower progression of the disease.27
Deep TMS (dTMS) is a new interventional technology
approved by the Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of medication-refractory depression and the stimulation of
peripheral nerves.28,29 This noninvasive technique uses special
coils (H-coils) capable of stimulating deep cortical regions critical
for reducing symptoms in a range of neuropsychiatric disorders
(for review, see Bersani et al30). Roth et al31 reported that the
H2-coil induces direct stimulation in both lateral and medial parts
of the PFC in depths of up to 3 cm using low power, thus overcoming the depth limitations of the common rTMS with figure-8 coils.
In such a way, dTMS might activate bilateral hubs in the lateral
PFC potentially involved in language, executive, and attentional
functional networks.32 In addition, stimulating the medial PFC
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could be advantageous because it is part of the default-mode network, which is important for memory functions.13,33 Here, we
summarize changes in cognitive performance in 11 patients who
received 20 sessions of high-frequency dTMS over the PFC in
our clinic.

METHODS
Patients
Eleven patients diagnosed with AD (6 males; mean [SD] age,
76 [7] years) received dTMS treatment. Patients received the
dTMS treatment as coadjutant to pharmacological treatment, which
remained unchanged throughout treatment. All patients are treated
with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors for at least 6 months before
dTMS treatment. Table 1 details demographic and medical information about the patients. Two additional patients did not complete
the treatment procedure because of deterioration in medical condition, which is unrelated to AD, and therefore are not included in
the case series.

Deep TMS
The H-coil has been reported to induce robust and persistent
effects34 while being safe for use at high frequencies.35 In the current report, all patients were treated with the H2-coil, which is designed to stimulate deep prefrontal brain regions bilaterally (for
technical details, see Roth et al31). The dTMS stimuli were delivered by a Magstim Super Rapid stimulator (Magstim Company,
Ltd, Carmarthenshire, Wales, UK). In the beginning of the first
session, the optimal spot on the scalp corresponding to the site
of the left primary motor cortex (C3 in electroencephalogram
10-20 system) was localized. This was conducted by delivering
single pulses at 60% stimulator output to elicit involuntary contraction of the right abductor pollicis brevis muscle. The motor
threshold (MT) for each patient was then determined by gradually
decreasing the intensity of single pulses delivered in an interval of
5 seconds. The MTwas defined as the lowest intensity of stimulation able to produce muscle movement in 5 of 10 times. After the
identification of MT, the coil is moved forward 6 cm anterior from
the motor cortex to the site of stimulation, the bilateral PFC.

During the sessions, patients had earplugs to reduce any possible
adverse effects on hearing. To prepare the patient for the treatment
protocol, trains of 10 Hz were delivered at a gradually growing intensity (100%–120% in a step of 10% of MT). Devi et al24 reported of no observable difference between frequencies higher
than 10 Hz. Each TMS session consisted of 42 trains of 10 Hz
given for 2 seconds, every 20 seconds, and lasted for approximately 20 minutes. The treatment protocol consisted of 20 dTMS
sessions delivered 2 to 3 times a week with a minimum interval of
1 day between sessions.

Cognitive Assessments
Mindstreams
Mindstreams (MS; NeuroTrax Corp., Bellaire, Tex) is a battery of computerized tests assessing cognitive functions, which are
commonly affected by aging. These tests were found to be valid
and reliable36 and have been used in studies of genetic factors in
normal aging,37 neurodegenerative disorders such as mild cognitive impairment,38 and association between cognition and brain
structure.39 Furthermore, the MS was found to be suitable for longitudinal studies because of high reliability coefficients.36 The
tests measure accuracy and latency to evaluate memory (verbal
and nonverbal immediate and delayed recognition), executive
function (go–no go task, stroop task, and catch game), attention
(go–no go task and stroop task), and visual spatial perception
(for detailed descriptions, see Dwolatzky et al40). Scores for each
of these 4 domains are calculated separately as deviation from the
standardized performance and summed together to give the global
score. The entire test is administrated in 40 to 60 minutes. The MS
battery was administrated twice including the same tasks in the
same order but with different stimuli.

Addenbrooke Cognitive Examination
Addenbrooke Cognitive Examination (ACE41) is a 100-point
screening tool that assesses the following 5 cognitive domains: attention (18 points), memory (26 points), verbal fluency (14 points),
language (26 points), and visuospatial ability (16 points). The ACE
is a brief and sensitive battery, which has been validated in many

TABLE 1. Patients Description
Patient Age, y Sex Education, y

Concomitant Pathologies

Medication

MT, %

Hydroxyurea, Coumadin, aspirin, Exelon
Tevapirin, Litorva, Exelon
Amlo, aspirin, Lipitor, Exelon, Memox
Lansoprazole, Normalol, Simvaxon, Remotiv,
Vaben, Stinlox
Disothiazide, Ebixa, Exelon
Tamsulin, Memorit, Wellbutrin
Fosalan, Plavix, Mopral, Simvastatin, Cardiloc,
Nitroderm, Ebixa, Exelon

58
35
56
62

38
54
61
40

P1
P2
P3
P4

75
77
73
81

M
M
F
F

15
15
12
12

Polycythemia vera, pancreatic tumor
Cholesterol, thrombophilia
Hypertension, cholesterol
Peptic ulcer, cholesterol, insomnia, anxiety

P5
P6
P7

87
61
76

M
M
F

15
17
12

Hypotension, atherosclerosis
Benign prostatic hyperplasia
Peptic ulcer, osteoporosis, hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia, atherosclerosis,
angina pectoris

P8
P9
P10
P11

81
76
70
81

M
F
M
F

18
22
17
12

Ebixa, Exelon
Ebixa, Exelon
Hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, thrombophilia Aspirin, Glucomin, Simvastatin, Ebixa, Exelon
Atrial fibrillation, hypercholesterolemia,
Coumadin, Lipitor, Eltroxin, Tambocor,
hypothyroidism
Memorit, Memox

53
33
57

Demographic and medical information of patients with AD.
F indicates female; M, male; MT, motor threshold; P1-P11, patients.
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languages, including Hebrew and has been used to diagnose cognitive deterioration in elderly patients because it extends the minimental state examination (MMSE42). Furthermore, it was found
to obtain high reliability coefficients.43 The memory test measures both episodic and semantic memory. The language part
comprises naming, comprehension, oral repetition of words and
sentences, writing complex sentences, reading regular and irregular words, and verbal fluency. Visuospatial testing consists of
copying overlapping pentagons and a wire cube and drawing a
clock. Scores for each of the 6 domains are calculated separately
and summed together to give the total ACE score. The entire test
is administrated in 20 to 30 minutes.

Treatment Procedure
All patients arrived to the clinic after being diagnosed with
AD by an expert neurologist. At the clinic, patients were examined
by an expert psychiatrist who confirmed their diagnosis, assessed
their medical state, and controlled exclusion criteria according to
safety guidance.44 The exclusion criteria included a history of seizures or epilepsy, previous head injury, the presence of metallic
implants in the cephalic region, neurostimulators, surgical clips,
or other electronic equipment, the presence of an acute or chronic
cardiac disease, deafness or hearing loss, metabolic or systemic
diseases, and comorbidity with some neurological disorders: increased intracranial pressure, space occupying lesion, history of
stroke or transient ischemic attack, brain aneurysm. At the second
day, patients filled in personal and medical questionnaires and
signed a consent form to undergo the treatment. Patients also received a full explanation on the possible adverse effects, such as
scalp discomfort, migraine, dizziness, and tiredness. Patients were
also informed about the rare occurrence of epileptic seizures.
Once the informed consent form was signed, cognitive evaluations
were administered by trained psychologists. Evaluations were performed at baseline (before beginning of treatment) and at the end
of the 20 dTMS sessions. Before each session, patients were asked
about possible adverse effects resulting from the previous session.
This questionnaire included symptoms such as tiredness, dizziness, nausea, headache, and mood, as well as sleep disturbance,
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agitation, loss of appetite, and irritability. Patients were under
the direct supervision of a physician throughout the treatment
and any adverse effect or subjective disturbance was immediately
recorded and responded to. The treatment was conducted in accordance with the guidelines approved by the Ministry of Health for
dTMS treatment of AD. The records of 11 patients with AD
treated in our clinic between January and December 2014 were
retrospectively reviewed.

Statistics
Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS, Version 18.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test for normality before
data analysis. Paired sampled t tests were employed to compare
cognitive scores before and after dTMS treatment. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to probe associations between cognitive scores at baseline and changes in cognitive scores. All
statistical tests were considered significant at a P value of less
than 0.05.

RESULTS
Change in cognitive scores was calculated separately for MS
and ACE (Δ = [after − before]). Sixty percent of patients performed better on the MS battery and 77% of patients performed
better on the ACE neuropsychological testing after dTMS treatment. Figure 1 details the cognitive scores in ACE and MS for
each patient. Patient 7 could not complete MS because of poor
computer skills. Patients 6 and 8 started the treatment before
ACE was in use in the clinic. Of note, none of the 11 patients
who were included in the data analysis performed worse on both
tests at the end of treatment. This finding suggests that evident decline in cognition was not detected during the treatment period.
Paired samples t test was used to test the effect of dTMS
treatment on cognitive performance in the current group of patients with AD (Fig. 2). Pre-treatment and post-treatment comparisons revealed that the increase in ACE (t8 = 2.141; P = 0.065) and
in MS scores (t9 = 1.858; P = 0.086) approached significance.
Furthermore, patients who initially scored low in the ACE testing
(<50) performed significantly better at the end of treatment

FIGURE 1. Responsiveness to dTMS in patients with AD. Individual change (Δ = [after − before]) in MS and ACE scores. The ACE scores are
missing for P6 and P8 and MS score is missing for P7. P1 to P11 indicates patients included in the case-series.
© 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 2. Effect of dTMS treatment on cognitive performance
in patients with AD. Paired t test compared the mean test score
before and after the dTMS treatment. ACE < 50 indicates patients
with scores lower than 50, denoting severe stage (n = 6); MS < 85,
patients with scores lower than 85, denoting pathological decline
in cognition (n = 8).

(t6 = 6.902; P = 0.001). However, when taking into account only
patients who performed at baseline lower than the norm on the
MS battery (<85), no significant improvement was observed
(t8 = 6.02; P = 0.192).
In an exploratory approach, comparisons between pre-treatment
and post-treatment revealed the cognitive functions for which the
treatment was most beneficial (Table 2). Improvement in visuospatial abilities in ACE (Δ = 1.89 [0.54]) was found to be highly
significant (t8 = 3.51; P = 0.008). Performance on MS tasks of executive functions and attention approached significance
(t9 = 1.96; P = 0.085; t9 = 1.93; P = 0.089, respectively).
Percent change was also calculated separately for MS and
ACE (% change = [(1 − before / after)  100]). Pearson correlational analyses also revealed that baseline performance on the
ACE neuropsychological testing negatively correlated with percent change of ACE (r = −0.897; P = 0.001). This correlation indicates that the effect of dTMS treatment increases depending on
the baseline state of deterioration, with higher effect on patients
with poorer cognitive abilities (Fig. 3). Although baseline performance on the MS battery was not significantly correlated with
percent change of MS (r = −0.495; P = 0.167), it showed the same
TABLE 2. Exploratory Analyses of dTMS Effects on Different
Cognitive Functions

Test

Function

MS (n = 9)

Memory
Executive function
Attention
Visuospatial
ACE (n = 8) Memory
Attention
Fluency
Language
Visuospatial

Change in Score
Mean (SD)

t

P (2 tails)

3.63 (2.11)
9.91 (5.04)
16.46 (8.52)
1.53 (6.97)
0.77 (0.91)
0.44 (0.99)
0.00 (0.70)
0.44 (1.27)
1.89 (0.54)

1.713
1.963
1.933
0.219
0.855
0.450
0.000
0.350
3.51

0.121
0.085
0.089
0.831
0.417
0.665
1.000
0.736
0.008

Neuropsychological assessments of patients with AD.
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FIGURE 3. Correlation between baseline performance and
improvement in ACE in patients with AD. Percent change
(Δ = [after − before]) in ACE was negatively correlated with
baseline ACE score (r = −0.897; P = 0.001).

trend toward a negative relationship, suggesting a more robust
change in cases of poor baseline performance.
As for safety, the treatment was well tolerated, with minimal
adverse effects that included light headache and occasional tiredness, mainly after the first sessions. Even those patients who had a
high MT and received higher stimulation intensities did not complain about uneasiness or painful sensations.

DISCUSSION
The current study aimed at presenting for the first time a series of cases in which patients with moderate to severe AD were
treated with high-frequency dTMS over the bilateral PFC. Treatment with dTMS was tolerable with very few minor adverse
effects such as light headache after the first treatment. Improvements in cognitive abilities were found in the present cohort of
patients after 20 dTMS sessions, as indicated by change in scores
in 2 neuropsychological batteries, MS and ACE. Our report is
congruent with previous studies applying rTMS over the PFC to
improve cognitive abilities in patients with AD. Most of these
studies focused on the DLPFC and some used specific language
tasks to measure cognitive change,23 whereas others applied a
more comprehensive battery. For example, Ahmed et al45 revealed
that 5 days of high-frequency rTMS over the left and then right
DLPFC (ie, consecutively) improved score on the MMSE, which
is incorporated within the ACE. Furthermore, rTMS was found to
shorten the duration of transcallosal inhibition, suggesting more
efficient communication between hemispheres and possibly increased activity in functional networks. In fact, the use of H-coil
permitted not only to reduce the duration of each TMS session,
because stimulation over the left and right PFC was simultaneous,
but also to stimulate both prefrontal cortices, which might be more
efficient for improving cognitive functions.
Our results also emphasize the importance of using different
assessment tools in a group of patients with AD to have a more
comprehensive view of the possible changes induced by dTMS.
One reason could be related to the large variance in demographic
factors such as education and expert computer use, as well as pathological factors including the extent of cognitive loss. In a recent
paper,27 the cognitive gains of rTMS treatment were observed in
one test (Montreal Cognitive Assessment) but not in others (ADAScog), raising the question about the consistency of these tools.
This might suggest that general cognitive skills are improved during treatment, but the effect may not be equally detected by all the
tests in use. In other words, even if the batteries included similar
© 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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functions, task-related factors such as demands, setup, and difficulty, determine how the cognitive function is measured. Here,
we applied one manual testing, the ACE, which incorporates the
MMSE, one of the most frequent assessment tools to measure
cognitive performance in elderly patients and neuropsychiatric
disorders.46 We also applied a computerized battery, the MS,
which contains more complex tasks such as stroop, go–no go, motor planning, spatial perception, and a variety of memory tests.
However, despite the advantage of a computerized battery with
standardized score, the challenge of using a computer in aging
population emphasizes the importance of a manual test that is administrated by a trained psychologist and is adapted to the pace of
each patient.
Despite the obvious goal to improve memory functions in
AD, exploratory analyses revealed that the larger effects were
observed in attention, visuospatial, and executive functions. Increased excitability in the PFC might have activated hubs of functional networks related to attention and executive function, which
are located in the PFC.47 Furthermore, Wang et al12 proposed that
increased functional connectivity of the PFC in AD is probably a
compensatory mechanism for reduced temporal connectivity as a
result of structural changes. Indeed, memory impairment in AD is
thought to stem from atrophy, cellular pathology, and cell loss in
medial temporal structures.48 On the other hand, improved cognition may rely on activation of frontal “cognitive reserve.”49 It is
therefore possible to assume that TMS-induced plasticity cannot
compensate for structural losses.
Importantly, Ahmed et al45 observed cognitive improvement
only in mild to moderate but not in patients with severe AD,
pointing to the importance of cognitive reserve and neuroplasticity,
both of which significantly diminish with aging.48 Rutherford et al27
reported that 2 weeks of rTMS over the DLPFC increased Montreal
Cognitive Assessment scores only in early stage of AD. However, in
the present study, correlational analyses between baseline performance and percent change in the ACE test indicate that greater effects of dTMS are found in patients who had poorer baseline
performance. The difference in the results might stem from the intervention technique, because dTMS stimulates more deeply and
widely, which might be particularly effective for more severe cases.
Of note, TMS as a therapeutic tool is often applied on a daily
basis with the assumption that intensive stimulation is necessary
for modifying brain activity in a specific area or network.50 Here,
we limited the amount of sessions received each week for 2 reasons: first, not to burden patients who had difficulties to come
to the clinic because of their physical and mental condition and,
secondly, by applying less sessions per week, we overall extended
the duration of the treatment, which might be gainful in AD because of continuous necessity to decelerate cognitive decline. Indeed, none of the patients performed worse on both assessments
at the end of the treatment period, suggesting that dTMS may allow maintenance of cognitive abilities during the period it is being
applied. In the context of rapid degeneration occurring in moderate to severe stages of AD, a 3-month long period of cognitive improvement or preservation is clinically significant. This is in line
with preliminary evidence from a recent open-label study on
6 patients receiving a single session of rTMS every 2 months for
cognitive protection in a long-term maintenance phase, in which
the authors claimed that occasional application of rTMS may reduce the expected decline rate associated with AD.27 In the present study, there was no placebo control group. Thus, there is no
way of measuring what the expected cognitive decline of this cohort of patients with AD should have been if there was no treatment. However, the lack of cognitive decline suggests a potential
reduction that should be tested in a placebo-controlled trial. Further research is also needed to determine how the amount of
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sessions and the interval between them may affect the magnitude
and duration of the induced improvement, leading eventually to an
optimized stimulation protocol.
Although the current observations are encouraging, particularly given the lack of optional treatments that target core
symptoms of AD, these findings require validation via a placebocontrolled, double-blind clinical trial for dTMS in AD. Beyond
the obvious limitations of this case series, such as including a
small cohort and no control condition, the lack of follow-up assessments prevents us from making conclusions regarding the
duration and strength of the effect. In addition, the interpretation
of the effects of dTMS on this group of patients with AD is limited
because of the possible mediation of mood. Indeed, mood improvements by antidepressants can have beneficial effects on
cognition in patients with depression51 and schizophrenia.52 However, despite the fact that AD has a high comorbidity of depression,53 there is currently no sufficient evidence for efficacy of
antidepressants in improving cognitive symptoms of patients with
AD.54 Because in the present study depressive symptoms were not
measured before and after treatment, a contribution from antidepressant effects of dTMS in the observed cognitive improvements
cannot be ruled out. Notwithstanding, in a study using traditional
8-coil rTMS with high-frequency bilateral stimulation of PFC in
patients with AD, cognitive improvements were obtained in patients with and without depressive symptoms,27 suggesting that
the effects of rTMS on AD’s cognitive decline may be independent of subjacent depression. As with most studies that use the
same evaluation before and after treatment to examine interventional gains, it is plausible that at least part of the observed
improvement attributed to treatment may result from practice
(having performed the task more than once). In the present study,
the scales used have been previously reported to be highly reliable
after repetition.36,43 Nonetheless, to still reduce further risk for a
practice effect, the interval between the baseline and posttreatment
testing was set to 3 months, which is particularly long for patients
with AD, which is essentially characterized by memory deficits.
Clearly, many questions regarding the physiological and neuronal
mechanisms of this reported improvement remain unclear because
no methods were used in the present study to measure potential
plasticity changes as a result of treatment. Lack of such measurements prevents us from proposing explanations about the possible
neurogenesis mechanisms that might have led to such gains. In the
future, connectivity measurements using electrophysiology and
imaging could disclose the underlying mechanisms for modulating pathological networks and functional activity by TMS.55
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